[Donald Spasiano]  Under the Hospitality Management unit, there's a hotel and restaurant Management division, there's a culinary arts division, and we have a third division, which is a certificate program in bakery and pastry arts.  Currently culinary arts and baking and pastry arts are offered exclusively at the city campus.  Here at the north campus we offer hotel restaurant management and culinary arts.

[Anthony Songin]  How long did this take you to make; total time?  Less than an hour, right?

[Richard Mills]  Students have to realize that coming into culinary arts is not just about cooking; it's a business.  Students are going in to business.  So any general soft skill or English and math skill that you would need to be successful in business is also required of a culinary arts student.  

[Donald Spasiano]  The prerequisite for our program is for students to be at a math level 0-0-6 and that is determined by the placement test that they take prior to being entered into the college.

[Richard Mills]  We admit culinary students for cooking classes beginning in the fall and academic classes in the spring.  For the baking and pastry arts certificate program it is strictly a fall admit program.  First year students are learning the foundations; how to behave in a commercial kitchen, how to handle the knife properly, learning about sanitation and safety and obviously all the basic foundation cooking skills that are required.  

[Donald Spasiano] There's about 16 different stations that a student will go through before they graduate from our program.  Those stations include executive chef, souse chef, pantry supervisor, dining room manager, store room manager, book keeper, general manager, assistant manager.

[Richard Mills]  Each semester, the students will be spending anywhere from 3-5 hours a day in a hands-on, practical setting.

[Donald Spasiano]  Hands-on experience that they will receive here is very, very valuable.  Years after they graduate from here, we have students returning and letting us know how much they really appreciated what they learned here.

[Anthony Songin]  The facilities that we have here at ECC, whether it's North campus or City campus, add to the student's experience because we are always updating that equipment and the facility, lay-out and so on, to suit the needs of the courses and suit the needs of the culinary trends throughout the area.  

[Student] Veal Marcella with Shiitake mushrooms and Oyster mushrooms.

[Richard Mills]  We do encourage students to begin working in a restaurant, a hotel, a club, anywhere that food is served.  

[Anthony Songin]  The more chefs that students work with, with different ideas, different cooking techniques, different experiences in the industry, the students can only blossom from that experience.  They can learn from their experiences and try to direct their career after they graduate.

[Richard Mills]  We are very, very successful in helping to fulfill our students’ goals, whether it is to seek full-time employment or to continue their education.  

[Anthony Songin] The options that students have once they graduate are many.  This industry and people are finding out, students are finding out, that it's more than just cooking behind the line and putting food on a plate.  The types of things that culinary trained, educated chefs can get are vast.  

[Donald Spasiano] The industry has experienced a double digit growth for the past 10 years in a row.  So because of that there is a  great demand for, whether back of the house individuals, chefs, cooks, line cooks, etc., or front of the house individuals such as managers, assistant managers, book keepers and so on.

[Anthony Songin] Give me one ½ sheet and one eight inch.

[Anthony Songin]  I hope students gain from our program a variety of experiences.  At least they were exposed in some way to as many variety of cooking techniques or types of cuisines as they can.  

[Richard Mills]  We've always been here for the student. It's not just that we are hospitality in name; we are here to provide service to the students all the time.  We're here to provide the opportunity for any student who's interested in pursuing culinary arts to help them achieve their goals.



